Appendix G

Photographic Record of Boundary Inspection, March 2008

In March 2008, an attempt was made to inspect the boundaries between the Greenough Land and abutting properties. The focus was on boundaries not having intervening public roads, and on those with abutting private lands. A substantial fraction of the boundary with the Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge (GMNWR), as well as portions of the boundaries with the Carlisle Conservation Foundation (CCF) and the Town of Billerica were underwater at the time of inspection (see Figure I-12 in Section 1). However, these boundaries are not considered problematic.

The photographic record presented here consists of 38 photos. The approximate locations of the photos are shown in Figure G-1.

Each photograph, with a preceding caption, is shown of the following pages. A discussion of the boundary observations was presented above in Section 5.2.
Note: Billerica properties, including adjoining strip owned by the Carlisle Conservation Foundation, are not shown in this Figure.
Locations of photographs marked are approximate.

Figure G-1. Location of Photos Taken on Boundary Inspection (March 2008)
1. NW corner of property. View from Maple St. looking SE along stone wall (hidden by bushes). Driveway to 846 Maple St. residence on left. Lots on invasive euonymous near road. Stone wall comes almost up to road edge.

2. Looking SE along old stone wall (boundary) with private drive (846 Maple St.) on left, and wet area in front.

3. Looking SE along old stone wall (boundary) with private drive (846 Maple St.) on left and leaf & brush pile (right-center) placed on Town land. [Photo is top of next column.]

4. Looking NE across old stone wall (boundary) at building and leaf and brush pile (center of photo) placed on Town land.

5. Looking SE along old stone wall (boundary).

7. Dead pine tree with embedded barb wire. Presumed to be part of old fence shown on 1931 plan as being on north Greenough boundary. Pink ribbon. No other fence remnants fond.

8. View to N onto private land from point near iron rod marker. Stone wall on private land.

9. Iron rod marker presumed to be on property boundary. View to N.
10. View to SE, towards Greenough Pond, from point where trail crosses stone wall boundary.

11. View to NW, away from Greenough Pond, from point where trail crosses stone wall boundary.

12. View to N of stone (cement?) boundary marker (right center). May be for private residence. May be on Town boundary.


15. View to NE of corner in stone wall, near Greenough Pond (background) and near the Carlisle/Billerica stone marker.

16. View to SW along stone wall boundary. Taken from location, near Carlisle/Billerica stone marker, where the trail crosses the stone wall.

17. View to W, from stone wall boundary, of large, grassy wet area.
18. View to NE along old stone wall (boundary) buried by forest litter, and bordered on either side by water.

19. View to S showing trail and debris on CCF land. Town boundary is shown by remnant stone wall on right side of photo. Town land is to right of stone wall.

20. View to S showing same as in photo 21. This photo aligned along old stone wall (boundary).

21. View to SW showing remnants of old stone wall (boundary) and, in background, the Greenough barn.

22. View to S showing pink flag by rock. Thought to be near boundary, but no remnants of stone wall could be found. Looking towards flooded Pages Brook.
23. View to E (from Maple St.) of SW corner of property. Shows GMNWR signs and E-trending stone wall (boundary) going off to left.

24. View to E along stone wall (boundary). GMNWR on right; Greenough on left. Barb wire over stone wall.

25. View to SW across stone wall (boundary) showing GMNWR on far side of wall.

26. View to S of GMNWR showing barn (right), chicken pen (center) and occupied house (left). Taken from stone wall (boundary).

27. Discarded bikes on Town land.
28. End of stone wall (boundary) that starts at Maple St. View to E.

30. View to E of property corner. Boundary turns left at this point along (dry) ditch seen in background.

29. View to S onto GMNWR land. Taken from boundary.

31. View to NNE showing dry ditch. Boundary is on left side of ditch. Some barb wire fencing present.
32. View to NNE of water-filled ditch. Boundary (with some barb wire) is on left of ditch; GMNWR on right.

33. View to SSW of water-filled ditch. Boundary (with some barb wire) is on right of ditch; GMNWR on left. Taken from trail that crosses into the GMNWR.

34. View to NE, taken at point where boundary takes ~ 90-degree turn to the W. Point is aligned with the line of trees and bushes between the two Greenough Land fields.

35. View to south. Taken at point where boundary takes ~ 90-degree turn to the W. GMNWR on left of ditch.
36. View to E from Maple St. of private driveway to 528 and 536 Maple St. houses.

37. View to W in general location of boundary between Greenough Land (right) and private land at 491 Maple St. (left). No boundary markers visible.

38. View to E from Brook St. along stone wall (boundary) between Greenough Land (left) and private land at 446 Brook St. (right).